
 
 

Job Description 
 
Role:    VICELAND QC Operator (French speaking)  
Reporting to:  QC Supervisor   
    
 
 

VICE is the world’s preeminent youth media company and content creation studio. Launched in1994, 
VICE now operates in over 30 countries and distributes its programming to hundreds of millions of 
viewers across digital, linear, mobile, film and socials. VICE includes an international network of 
digital channels, a television and feature film production studio, a magazine, a record label, an 
in-house creative services agency, a book-publishing division and a new 24-hour TV channel, 
VICELAND, launched in in the UK and Ireland in September 2016. 
 
ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES: 
 
This is a rare opportunity for a talented French speaking QC operator to join VICE at a time of huge 
international expansion, in a growing stable of brands and businesses. VICE has launched its own 
television channel, VICELAND, throughout the world with the need for quality control of broadcast 
programmes both in the U.K and France. 
 
You will have the opportunity to work alongside the ever growing post production team providing 
quality control for all programmes and promotional material. 
 
Specific areas of responsibility will include: 

 QC of French language programmes, creating detailed reports of technical errors and 
reporting on profanities and potential unsuitable material for pre-watershed re-versioning. 

 QC of English language programmes, creating detailed reports of technical and editorial 
errors, bearing in mind pre and post watershed restrictions. 

 Reporting to Producers, Online editors, and coordinators on technical issues found and 
offering solutions. 

 Operating the automatic QC software and reporting back with findings. 
 
You will work in our Shoreditch office, reporting to the QC Supervisor. 
 
QUALIFICATIONS: 
 
We are looking for someone with at least two years’ experience in the broadcast industry and with 
at least one years’ experience of QC operating, it is important to us that you are a great fit with our 
team. 
 
You will need to have: 

 a love of our brand and our content; 

 strong analytical skills; 

 the ability to identify post production issues and errors in both sound and video; 

 fluent verbal and written communication skills in both French and English; 

 experience with standards converters such as a Snell &amp; Willcox Alchemist; 

 understanding of file formats and frame rates 



 the ability to troubleshoot in a challenging postproduction environment; 

 understanding of post-production workflows; 

 knowledge of editing software such as Adobe Premiere Pro; 

 the ability to quickly grasp technical concepts; 

 the ability to identify when supervision and escalation is needed 
 
If you’re talented, passionate about our business and feel you can make a great contribution to our 
team we encourage you to apply even if you don’t meet all of the above competencies. 
 
To apply please email a brief cover note and CV, with the reference “QC Operator” in the subject line 
to: ukrecruitment@vice.com. Please include your notice period and salary expectations in your 
application. 
 
We look forward to hearing from you! 
 
If you do not hear back from us within one month of applying, then unfortunately your application 
has been unsuccessful. Thank you once again for applying and we wish you success in your future 
career. 
 
 
 


